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Exploring Psychology, Seventh Edition, in ModulesÂ is the modular version of the #1 bestselling
brief introduction to psychology: David Myers' Exploring Psychology.Â All the Myers hallmarks are
there-the captivating writing, coverage based on the latest research, helpful pedagogical support-in
a format that delivers the utmost in student accessibility and teaching flexibility.
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It seems that many other books in psychology do not offer information in such a broad and defined
view to the wide content that creates Psychology as a science. I would recommend this book to
someone instead of the For Dummies or Complete Idiots Guide series. The logic behind many
concepts are shown in cartoons, pictures, and presentations. I would say this book, in many
aspects, is descriptive.This book includes the following:- Diseases and disorders- Cognitive science
(learning, developmental stages, etc.)- neuroscience/neurophysiology (schizo mind, neural
connections)- Psychophysics, which describe how the human body interprets information through
their senses.(THIS IS NOT IN A LOT OF PSYCHOLOGY BOOKS, VERY NECESSARY TO
LEARN)- Psychobiology and evolutionary genetics

For the beginning psychology student, or for someone who just wants to learn some of the basics,
this is a good book.I used to for a class and it is quite informative.It teaches many of the psych
terms and gives examples of how the ideas apply to real life. It also gets a little into the biological
things having to do with psychology, but not real deep.A few entertaining things are in there as well,

like small comic strips to demonstrate their points in a humorous way.

if you are a college or university student, I say, check out the loose leaf options. I resisted it last year
and my shoulders and back paid for it. Get a 2" binder for the book, then get a 1/2" binder for travel.
Carry only the chapters you are studying or going to be examed on, leave the rest in the big binder.

Buyer beware, what they fail to inform you, whether it be or your Learning institution. YOU must pay
an additional 56 dollars for a key code to use this product, HOW LOVELY!!!!

Everyting came in excellent condition, box included. I am just very disappointed in the quality of the
printed pages. For $65.00 new, I at least, at least!, expected a heavier weight paper. I have spent
quite a bit of time putting the "hole reinforcements" on one side of the pages. You must handle
these pages very gingerly. I was afraid to use a regular highlighter pen, but found a gel type
highlighter that doesnt wet page or bleed through. Almost wished I had bought a used book from
campuse bookstore!I forgot to clarify that I purchased LOOSE LEAF Page Book

I love that this book is presented in modules instead of chapters. It makes it seem like less work to
get through each section. The little quizzes are very helpful as well as the notes in the side columns.
The author makes the content easy to understand and it's never boring.

Great service. I received the book quickly and got right into my studies. The book itself offers a great
basic overview of psychology and is broken up in a way that makes it easy to follow. Take time to
read the side notations, the author has a GREAT sense of humor which helps apply some of the
concepts. :) Overall, very glad I had the chance to get and work with this book.

The book is a bit cornered but besides that the book seems free of damage. Came in the time
expected, and price wise was hardly a tenth of other prices I found. ($10 compared to as high as
$117 on my college's site) All in all, if you need this book for a class, this will probably be the best
deal you'll find for it.
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